ISA BTP CIVIL ENGINEERING SCHOOL

ISA BTP is a public engineering school accredited both by the CTI (national recognition agency for engineering schools) and the ENAEE (European Network for Accreditation of Engineering Education).

It is a five-year graduate program within the University of Pau and Pays de l'Adour.

This school is located in Anglet, at the heart of the Arkinova site, dedicated to sustainable construction and innovation.

* **Key Features:**

* Human-sized school
* High Selectivity at the entrance (~ 90% of "Very Good" or "Good" mentions at the Baccalauréat vs ~30% at national level)
* High employment rates (85% employed at the time of graduation).

* **A unique link with companies:**

* A minimum of 7 internships for our students = 67 weeks in all
* More than 50% classes are taught by professionals
* Construction sites field trips, individual projects and practical works.

* **Technical and vocational classes from the first academic year:**


* **Tracks starting from the 4th year:**
Building and structural engineering

Civil and coastal engineering

Housing & Energy

Networks & Sustainable Infrastructures

* An International network of partner universities:

Spain (EUP, ETS Edificacion, Escuela politecnica La Almunia, Escuela politecnica, ETSIE Edificacion, ETSICCP, E.T.S. DE INGENIERÍA CIVIL, ETSICCP), Scotland (UHI), Czech Republic (Brno Technical university), Denmark (VIA College), Ireland (DIT), Finland (HAMK), Poland (Silesian University), Lituania (VGTU), Québec (UQAC, Sherbrooke, Ecole Polytechnique, Laval), Vietnam (ESCT), Argentina (La Plata, FIUBA, CUYO, with ARFITEC programmes), Chili (INACAP, UTFSM), Morroco (ESTEM), Malta (University of Malta), Brazil (UFRJ), Mexico (UANL, BUAP, UASLP, Veracruzana, TECMisantla with MEXFITEC programmes).